
SUMMARY Meet Matheus - Senior Flutter Engineer who has

worked with Flutter since the first stable

version. He is really confident on the technical

side but is also polite and a smooth

conversationalist. Matheus has solid experience in

the fintech domain but is enthusiastic about

different areas, namely agriculture. He is also

experienced with React/Node tech stack, which

makes him an extremely valuable contributor to any

project. Hurry up to have him on board!

TECH  STACK
/years

Flutter  4 Dart  4

Other Technologies:

Node.js, React.js, AWS, Microservices, GraphQL,

Redux, React Native, Firebase, Integration

testing, e2e testing, CI, Unit testing

EXPERIENCE
HIGHL IGHTS

AppIt (Jun 2022 – Ongoing)

There were three projects:

Gates Cortex: Flutter Project to connect with

BLE crimpers to execute crimping on hoses

using Flutter, Firebase, BLoC, and Provider;

Free spoke: React Native App to serve as a new

Search engine, with no bias and censoring,

used React Native, Hooks, API integration;

Cintas: React Dashboard with Redux, API

Integration.

Role:

Senior Software Engineer

Created front-end architecture;

Redesigned the existing front end;

Built front-end components;

Debugged and resolved the application issues;

Wrote unit, integration, and e2e tests;

Integrated with different providers.

Tech Stack: Flutter, React, Node.js, React Native,

Redux

EBANX (Jun 2021 – May 2022)

Digital Wallet for LatAm countries like Brasil,

Peru, and Argentina developed using Flutter,

Node.js with GraphQL, and Firebase.

Role:

Senior Flutter Engineer

Conducted code review sessions, focusing on

service quality and performance;

Integrated with serverless Node.js services;

Debugged and resolved the application issues;

Wrote unit, integration, and e2e tests;

Created solutions for complex architectural

problems;

Helped junior developers to solve their

problems by leading them to find solutions.

Tech Stack: Flutter, Node.js, GraphQL, Firebase

Toro Investimentos (Jun 2021 – Dec 2021)

Investment Banking Mobile App that used multi-

package architecture and worked on the Onboarding

package to make better the user experience for the

signup flow.

Role:

Senior Flutter Engineer

Worked with complex front-end architecture;

Redesigned the existing front end;

Built front-end components;

Debugged and resolved the application issues;

Wrote unit, integration, and e2e tests.

Tech Stack: Flutter, Firebase, Node.js, AWS

OpaBox (May 2021 – Aug 2021)

OpaBox is a technology company offering a complete

interface for store owners who want to enter the

online sales market.

Role:

Senior Flutter Engineer

Focused on architectural issues to improve the

quality of the product;

Conducted code review sessions;

Created a web crawler service to look up the

best price for each product;

Helped junior developers with more complex

problems.

Tech Stack: Flutter, Dart, Node.js, AWS

Ewally (Jul 2018 – May 2021)

Microservices APIs are written in Node.js to

provide a BaaS high-quality and scalable platform,

B2B Whitelabel Portal to Enterprise Users, that

integrates with the Microservices, Admin Dashboard

that controls all the Platform aspects and a

Flutter Whitelabel App, which was created thinking

about performance and excellence.

Role:

Full Stack Engineer

Created front-end and back-end architecture;

Implemented advanced features;

Redesigned the existing front end;

Built front-end components;

Built back-end microservices;

Debugged and resolved the application issues;

Wrote unit, integration, and e2e tests;

Integrated with different providers and APIs.

Tech Stack: Node.js, AWS, Microservices, Unit

testing, e2e testing, Integration testing,

Flutter, React.js

EDUCAT ION UNINOVE

Bachelor's

Software Analysis & Development

2019

ADDIT IONAL  INFO Individual contractor

Potentially available for direct hire

63b446e0251f1a360886d6bd 

MATHEUS  S .
Senior Mobile Developer

$60 /h .
1

project with

Lemon.io

6
years of

experience


